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Timescales in GRBs:

(1) Bimodal Duration Distribution

(2) “Contiguous Emission Episodes” — Pulse Conglomerates

(3) Individual Pulses, organized in time and energy

* (almost:  there’s also polarization)







The “Pulse Paradigm” (Norris et al. 1996)
further elucidates burst behavior:  Pulses
range from narrow and nearly symmetric,
to wide and asymmetric, with low energy
lagging high energy (schematic at left).

Overview.  GRB time profiles are
notoriously heterogeneous – chaotic and
unpredictable in appearance – challenging
to physical modeling attempts.  The first
quantitative indication of a global tendency
was the “y” asymmetry parameter
(Nemiroff et al. 1994):  Bursts are
asymmetric on all timescales.  Even for
bursts at one extreme (example at right),
where the spike-like pulses are nearly
symmetric at BATSE energies, the
envelope is asymmetric.
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GRBs :  Lpeak vs. tGRBs :  LGRBs :  Lpeakpeak vs.  vs. tt
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From Soderberg & Fenimore (GRBs Rome 2000):
(astro-ph/0103277)

GRB 970201:  Locus of Flux(t) vs. Epeak(t) in
decay phase of pulse evolves faster than pure 
relativistic kinematics of colliding shells.

Measures such as off-axis shells, varying shell
thicknesses could not reproduce the observed
pulse decay profiles.

Only slow cooling timescales superposed on 
the kinematics effected sufficient pulse
evolution to match pulse spectral behavior. 

Left.  Not observed:  pulse peak is 
energy-independent, and pulse centroid
only slightly later in time at low energy.

Right.  Observed:  pulse peak shifts to
later times at lower energies, centroid
shifts significant fraction of pulse width.
(Slow cooling required to reproduce the
Observed behavior.)

Red: lower energy; Blue: higher energy



A Main Sequence “HR Diagram for Gamma-Ray Bursts”
L53 ≈ 1.1 ¥ (tlag/0.01 s)-1.15
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qjet varies,           qview varies,           Qview varies,

~ 2°–20°.          outside jet cone.     inside profiled jet.

Lmin

Lmax

Beaming Fraction         Viewing angle           Profiled jet

Ú4p LdW ~ constant,     Special Relativity:     L(Q) reflects G(Q):

 ‡ DW µ L-1.          Lorentz contraction     30 < G(Q) < 1000

                           & Doppler boost      (jet fastest on axis)

All three models realize broad observed, but
narrow actual Luminosity and Energy distributions.

qv,max qv,min

qjet

L ~ const.
across jet





z < 2, L > 10-1.5L53 (vol-limited)

Observed: dN/dL ~ L-1.8

Viewing Angle: dN/dL ~ L-2

L < 10-2L53 (sensitivity-limited)

Observed: dN/dL ~ L-1.0

Viewing Angle: dN/dL ~ L+1/6



z < 2, L > 10-1.5L53 (vol-limited)

   Beaming Fraction Scenario:

      dN(Wjet)/dWjet µ Wjet
+0.5

L < 10-2L53 (sensitivity-limited)

   Beaming Fraction Scenario:

      dN(Wjet)/dWjet µ Wjet
-0.2



z < 2, L > 10-1.5L53 (vol-limited)

      Profiled Jet Scenario:

           Ljet µ Q-5/2

L < 10-2L53 (sensitivity-limited)

     Profiled Jet Scenario:

          Ljet µ Q-5/2



Conclusions/Predictions

ÿHigh-luminosity GRBs:

ß GRB Distribution in redshift continues to rise to z ~ 10.  But,
this result has large uncertainty, arising from extrapolated
correction for redshift of the energy-dependent time profiles.

ß In a volume-limited regime (z < 2), dNvol/dL ~ L-1.8.  This
dependence is easily producible in the profiled jet scenario.

  Whereas, in the pure viewing angle scenario no wiggle room is
left for range of beaming fractions or viewing angle (dNvol/dL
would be too steep).  The variable beaming fraction scenario
requires dN(Wjet)/dWjet µ Wjet

+0.5, a rising dependence.

ß For highly luminous GRBs (L51 > 3–20), the required fraction of
participating SNe is:  RGRB ~ 0.003–0.015 ¥ RSNIb/c.



A Population of Long Spectral Lag

Gamma-Ray Bursts (in: astro-ph/0201503)

J.P. Norris

Subsample (~ 7%) of soft-spectrum BATSE GRBs:

Very long pulses and spectral lags (>~ 1 s)

Tendency towards Supergalactic Plane

d < 100 Mpc

Ultra-low luminosity (<~ 1048 ergs s-1)

RGRB ~ _ RSN Ib/c

Could be LIGO II sources (but probably not UHECR sources).







M. J. Hudson (1993)

7200 km/s
100 Mpc
z = 0.024



Virgo

980425971208



SNe Ib/Ic :  62 detected 1954-2001.75,
                (> 2/3 since 1998.0)

With 85% at distances < 100 Mpc.

Only ~10% of “nearby” SNe are detected.



See ~ 90 GRB Sources w/in 100 Mpc:  RGRB ~ 100/yr ~ _ RSNIb/c

Grav. Wave Strain  h > 10-24   ¢  Possible LIGO II sources



Possible Confirmation Approaches

(1) Untriggered BATSE bursts:  For Fp < 0.25 ph cm-2 s-1

long-lag bursts predominate.  But, larger localization
errors; ID’ing as bona fide GRBs is problematic.

(2) ~ 400-500 additional triggered BATSE bursts.

(3) Cross-correlation of nearby matter distribution
    (d < 100 Mpc) and GRB positions (M. Hudson).

(4) Extrapolation of SNe light curves to T0, comparison with
GRB times and positions (J. Bonnell).

(5) Swift



Conclusions/Predictions:

ÿNear BATSE trigger threshold:  Long-lag (ultra low-Luminosity)

GRBs become numerous (~ 50% of BATSE sample):

ß For Long-lag GRBs (tlag> 0.35 s),  N(>Fp) µ Fp
-3/2

ß Long-lag GRBs have very soft spectra.

ß For tlag > 1.5 s Ë >2 s Quadrupole w.r.t. Super-G plane.

ß RGRB ~ 100/yr ~ _ RSNIb/c.

ß LIGO II sources?

ß Swift should see a larger fraction of “really long-lag” GRBs. Ë

Many chances to find the associated SNe.  Untriggered BATSE

bursts should be dominated by “really long-lag” GRBs.
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